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Seven Sacred Ri vers
By Bill Aitken

Penguin Books India Pvt Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Seven Sacred Rivers,
Bill Aitken, An unorthodox pilgrimage along India's rivers Flowing by Himalayan glaciers, dusty
mofussil towns, impenetrable forests and hundreds of tiny villages, India's sacred rivers harbour
legend, foster myth and exert a powerful spiritual attraction. Drawn by their irresistible mystique,
Bill Aitkin set out to discover the seven river goddesses for himself. Not wholly prepared for the
range of moods he found them in--rivers that boiled over with a furious metallic hum or were
maternal and languorous in their flow, rivers that were cold and aloof or were gentle and seductive
in their jade loveliness--he nevertheless soon succumbed to their blandishments. Along the way he
also learned to cling to the footboard of a bus, grappled with Vedantic unconcern, failed to
comprehend Krishnamurti, walked through tribal villages with an oleaginous politician in goldembroidered slippers, toyed with the idea of becoming sadhu, changed his mind when he fell in
love, and questioned the myth of Indian spirituality.Spanning thirty years of journeying, Seven
Sacred Rivers is an absorbing, witty and informative travelogue which also serves as a survival
guide to an undiscovered India.
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Reviews
This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through time. I realized
this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Da x Her z og
It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta r a Jer de
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